No: 46/69/Adm.II/2013/Vol.II/1269
Government of Goa
Directorate of Education,
Porvorim- Goa

Date: 07/11/2013

3) Notice No. 46/69/Adm.II/2013/Vol.I/1164 dt. 20/9/2013

Sub: Filling up the vacancies of Trained English Teacher in Government Primary Schools on regular basis.

ADVERTISEMENT

A List of candidates whose candidature for the post of Trained English Teacher in Government Primary School stands rejected at scrutiny level has been displayed on the web site of the Directorate of Education, Porvorim “http://education.goa.gov.in”.

Only those candidates whose names displayed separately on the above website and who have made the following lapses are hereby given one more opportunity to submit the valid documents issued on or before 30-4-2013/comply with lapses, with covering letter addressed to the Addl. Director of Education, Administration –II section, Directorate of Education, Porvorim-Goa, on the specific dates as shown in the list against their respective names by quoting reference of this advertisement:-

1. Application not signed
2. Photograph not affixed on the application
3. Not attached certified copy of marriage certificate
4. Not attached certified copy of Birth certificate
5. Not attached certified copy of 15 years residence certificate
6. Not attached certified copy of marksheet and educational qualification certificates.
8. Not attached certified copy of caste certificate/Freedom Fighter/Sportsperson in Form No. IV

Only valid certificates/marksheets issued on or before 30/4/2013 will be accepted. Similarly, candidates shall not be allowed to submit their documents and sign/affix photograph on their applications after the scheduled date mentioned in the list against their names as displayed on the website of the Directorate of Education.

(Anil V. Pawar)
Director of Education